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Abstract: With the three-dimensional (3D) geological information system development, 3D geological
cross-sections (GCs) have become the primary data for geological work and scientific research.
Throughout past geological surveys or research works, a lot of two-dimensional (2D) geological cross-
section maps have been accumulated, which struggle to meet the scientific research and application
needs of 3D visual expression, 3D geological analysis, and many other aspects. Therefore, this paper
proposes an automatic generation method for 3D GCs by increasing the dimensions based on a digital
elevation model (DEM) and 2D geological cross-section maps. By matching corresponding nodes,
generating topographic feature lines, constructing an affine transformation matrix, and inferring the
elevation value of each geometric node on the GC, the 3D transformation of the 2D GCs is realized. In
this study, fourteen 2D GCs within Nanjing City, Jiangsu Province, are transformed into 3D GCs using
the proposed method. The transformed results and quantitative error show that: (1) the proposed
method applies to both straight and bent GCs; (2) each transformed GC can fit seamlessly with the
ground and maintain minimal geometric deformation, and the geometric shape is consistent with the
original GC in non-mountains area. This paper corroborated the proposed method’s effectiveness by
comparing it with the other two 3D transformation strategies. In addition, the transformed GCs can
be subjected to 3D geological modeling and digital Earth presentation, achieving positive effects in
both 3D application and representation.

Keywords: geological cross-sections; 3D presentation; DEM; spatial transformation; 3D modelling

1. Introduction

The geological cross-section (GC) is a map reflecting the strata and geological struc-
tures at a certain depth on the ground and underground in a specific direction and is
the primary datum for studying the stratum, rock mass, and geological structures [1]. A
single GC depicts the configuration of many rock units as typically viewed in a vertical
plane, which can clearly define the spatial distribution of rock strata, the development of
geological structures, and specific geological relations [2,3], and it is a vital data source
in geological field surveys [4], petroleum exploration [5], underground engineering [6],
etc. In addition, the GCs, in association with the planar geological maps, enable a 3D
concept of the geological structures [7,8], reflecting the spatial interrelationship between
the geological bodies and the geological structures [9] as well as the evolution of geological
relationships [10]. Geologists have long produced and accumulated numerous GC maps
based on the significance of GCs in research and application.

There are many types of GCs with various classification methods [11]. According to the
angle with the structural strike, they can be divided into a dip GC (oriented perpendicular
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to the strike of the structure), a strike GC (oriented parallel to the strike of the structure),
and an oblique GC (oriented obliquely to the structural axis) [8]. According to different
expression contents, they can be divided into a stratigraphic GC, structural GC, intrusive
rock GC, Quaternary GC, volcanic rock GC, etc. According to different mapping methods,
they can be divided into a surveyed GC and a transverse cutting GC [12]. The above
different GC s have brought great help to geological work [4–10]. The 2D GCs studied in
this paper must express the stratigraphic information perpendicular to the ground surface
and have a vertical Y-axis. Such GCs are also the most common in the geological field.

Many geological studies or investigations have exhibited GCs as 2D maps for a long
time. On the one hand, due to the convenient preservation and transmission of 2D geologi-
cal maps, many scholars or geological survey departments will directly obtain the 2D GCs
through field surveys [13], borehole stratigraphic correlation mapping [14–16], transverse
cutting GC deduction [7,17], and deep learning [18]. On the other hand, restricted by early
mapping technology, the 2D geological maps are the primary means to retain geological
information in the absence of the development of 3D electronic maps. Therefore, a series of
early 2D geological maps have been saved [19]. These geological maps and the attached
GCs provide strong evidence for studying the stratigraphic distribution and geological
structure development in the historical period. Compared with the 2D GC, the 3D GC can
more intuitively express the development condition of underground strata [1,12], so it has
more essential research significance and application value in the era of the 3D Geographic
Information System (GIS). For one thing, to better exhibit the rock strata’s geometric shape
and contact relationship in the 3D model of the geological body, it is often necessary to build
3D GCs in the form of a coulisse diagram [1], fence diagram [12,20], or block diagram [8,20].
For another, the 3D GCs have always been a vital data source for the 3D modeling of
geological bodies [21–25]. Relevant modeling algorithms are also becoming mature, such as
the 3D geological body modeling methods based on 2D or 3D GCs [7,22,23], multi-source
data [21,25], contour lines [26–28], morphing algorithm [29], discrete smooth interpolation
(DSI) algorithm [30], etc.

In general, with the constant maturity of 3D GIS technology and the increasing ex-
pansion of 3D geoscience application systems, the traditional 2D GCs struggle to meet the
user’s scientific research and application needs in 3D visual expression, 3D spatial analysis,
and many other aspects. Therefore, taking the 2D geological cross-section line (GCL) and a
DEM as the basic data to control the spatial geometry and ground elevation of the GC, and
taking the stratum surface in the GC as the study unit, this paper proposed an automatic
generation method of the 3D GC by increasing dimensions of the 2D GC. Specifically, this
work was structured as follows: Section 2 describes the study area and input data; Section 3
describes the methodology; Section 4 describes the transformed results; Section 5 describes
the discussion and applications; and Section 6 describes the conclusion.

The content studied in this paper has several practical and geological significance,
as follows: (1) Based on ensuring minimum geometric deformation, the automatic 3D
transformation of 2D GCs attached to planar geological maps is performed. (2) Displaying
planar geological maps and GCs simultaneously in a 3D scene provides an intuitive 3D visu-
alization of geological structures, which is more conducive to recognizing and transmitting
geological information. (3) If there are two parallel and adjacent 2D GCs in a local area, after
3D transformation, a 3D geological model can be constructed using a 3D modeling method
based on parallel GCs. Alternatively, one or two similar parallel GCs can be generated
within a certain strip distance on one or two sides of a 3D transformed GC. These GCs
can be used to construct a local 3D geological solid based on the 3D modeling method
mentioned above. (4) The surface relief of 2D GCs mapped during historical periods may
not be consistent with the current terrain. It is necessary to constrain 3D transformation
through the current DEM to conform to the current geometric form.
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2. Study Area and Input Data
2.1. Study Area

The study area is part of the Nanjing-Zhenjiang mountains, located in Nanjing
City, Jiangsu Province, China, ranging from 118◦20′ E to 119◦14′ E, 31◦13′ N to 32◦33′ N
(Figure 1a). The area is well developed from Sinian to Quaternary, and Quaternary strata
(Q) and bedrock are distributed alternately [31]. The Quaternary strata cover a wide area
and are shallow, while the bedrock is scattered in blocks. The study area is suitable for
geological investigation and research because of its well-developed strata, various mag-
matic rocks, and typical geological structure including folds, faults, and intrusion tectonics.
During 1970–1990, the Jiangsu Provincial Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources con-
ducted a geological field survey on the Nanjing-Zhenjiang Mountains and mapped a series
of 1:50,000 2D geological maps. Fourteen GCs and corresponding GCLs were generated
within Nanjing City (Figure 1a), including thirteen straight GCs (Figure 1b(1) shows an
example for GC M-M’) and one bent GC (Figure 1b(2) for B-B”-B’). Most GCs in the study
area show the NW–SE trend, while GCs I-I’ and L-L’ show the NE–WS trend, and GC
B-B”-B’ shows a W–E trend. Currently, all GCs and GCLs are 2D. In this study, fourteen GCs
in the study area will be transformed into 3D GCs, and 3D solid models of all geological
bodies will be constructed locally.
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2.2. Input Data

The input data include the DEM, 2D vector GCs, and 2D GCLs, where the DEM (ESRI
(Environmental Systems Research Institute) grid format) is derived from the Geospatial
Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn/) (Released data in 2009, Version 1, and accessed on
6 August 2022), which belongs to ASTER GDEM data product, and the spatial resolution
is 30 m. This DEM is currently a publicly released product with the highest precision, the
broadest coverage, and is easy to obtain. The GCs are vector polygon data, and the GCLs
are vector polyline data, both in ESRI Shapefile format and a GC corresponds to a GCL.
The GCs are located in Cartesian coordinates. The geographic coordinate system of the
GCLs and DEM is WGS84, and the map projection is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM).
All GCs were mapped by the Jiangsu Provincial Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources
during 1970s–1990s.

3. Methodology

The proposed method in this study takes the stratum surface in the GC as the ex-
perimental unit, mainly including the following four processing steps: (1) matching the
corresponding nodes between the GC and the GCL and generating the internal feature lines;
(2) calculating affine transformation parameters and constructing affine transformation
matrix; (3) calculating the node z value to obtain the 3D stratum surface based on the
ground elevation and the position of each node on the stratum polygon; (4) merging all 3D
strata surfaces to obtain a 3D GC. If the GCL is bent, it is necessary to divide the GC at the
turning point vertically, then to use steps (1)–(4) to process each divided GC, and finally to
merge all the divided parts. Figure 2 shows the flow chart for generating 3D GCs based
on 2D GCs by increasing dimensions. The following will take GCs M-M’ (Figure 1b(1))
and B-B”-B’ (Figure 1b(2)) as the actual cases of straight GC and bent GC, respectively, and
detail the proposed method.
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3.1. Matching the Corresponding Nodes and Generating Feature Lines

The 2D GC is usually formed by the projection transformation of the 3D geological
information and mapping it onto the map, and its 2D spatial coordinates, direction, and
scale are changed, which is inconsistent with the actual GC geometry [8]. Thus, it is
necessary to adjust its spatial geometry on the XY plane prior to constructing a 3D GC. The
affine transformation [32–34] enables the geometric topology, scale, or spatial relationships
of an image or geometry to be consistent before and after the transformation. In order to
maintain the consistency of the above spatial features in the 2D GCs in this study before and
after transformation, the affine transformation is the best choice. The affine transformation
mainly includes two core steps: matching corresponding points; and calculating affine
transformation parameters including translation length, rotation angle, scaling coefficient,
etc., and the former is the basis of the latter. In this study, we will find or create two nodes
from the 2D GC to correspond with the starting node and the ending node of the straight
GCL and further calculate the affine transformation parameters.

The boundary lines on the left and right sides of the 2D GC provided in this study are
strictly perpendicular to the X-axis in the planar coordinate system, so two nodes (nodes
Pl and Pr in Figure 3), corresponding with the starting node and the ending node of the
straight GCL, can be obtained on both sides by constructing a line (transform line, TL,
in Figure 3) perpendicular to the two vertical boundary lines. In addition, the top line
between (ground line, GL, in Figure 3) two nodes (nodes Pl and Pv in Figure 3) in the upper
left corner and the upper right corner of the 2D GC represents the surface undulation. In
Section 3.3, it can help to judge whether the nodes are located on the surface, so it needs to
be generated in advance.
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The following calculations detail how to obtain corresponding nodes and generate fea-
ture lines in the Cartesian coordinate system, and the Y-axis represents the north (Figure 3):

(1) Loading data. Reading any 2D GC and its corresponding GCL, then saving the strata
surfaces in the GC into S = {so|o = 1, 2, . . . , ON}, where o means the index of each
stratum surface, ON is the number of strata surfaces and the GCL is SL, respectively;

(2) Matching corresponding node pairs. Firstly, merging all strata surfaces in the set S to
obtain a complete polygon P, then obtaining node Pl = (xl , yl) with the smallest X
value and the largest Y value in P and node Pv = (xv, yv) with the largest X value and
the largest Y value, respectively, creating a node Pr = (xr, yr) with an X value equal to
xv and a Y value equal to yl . Finally, obtaining the starting point Pf =

(
x f , y f

)
and
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ending point Pt = (xt, yt) of the GCL and constructing corresponding node pairs with
node Pl and node Pr;

(3) Generating feature lines. Taking Pl as the starting node and Pr as the ending node to
construct a straight line, which is called the transform line, TL. Dividing the outer
boundary of polygon P at nodes Pl and Pr and segmenting the boundary starting from
node Pl and ending at node Pv as the ground line, GL.

3.2. Computing Affine Transformation Parameters and Generating Matrix

According to the corresponding node pairs matched in Section 3.1, the affine transfor-
mation parameters of the GC can be further calculated and stored in the matrix. Similarly,
the following calculations are in the Cartesian coordinate system, and the Y-axis represents
the north.

First, applying the nodes Pl = (xl , yl), Pr = (xr, yr), Pf =
(

x f , y f

)
, and Pt = (xt, yt) to

calculate the required affine transformation parameters according to Formula (1) (Figure 4),
and then constructing the affine transformation matrix AT according to Formula (2).

4xl = 0− xl ,4yl = 0− yl
θ = β− α

σ = LSL/LRL
4xt = xt − 0,4yt = 0− yt

(1)

AT =

1 0 4xt
0 1 4yt
0 0 1

σ 0 0
0 σ 0
0 0 1

cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

1 0 4xl
0 1 4yl
0 0 1

 (2)

where α and β are the azimuths of line TL and line SL, respectively, solved by coordinate
inverse calculation [35,36]; LRL and LSL are the lengths of line TL and line SL, respectively,
solved by the Euclidean distance equation [37];4xl and4yl are the translation distances
that the node Pl moves to the origin of coordinate; θ is the rotation angle; σ is the scaling
coefficient;4xt and4yt are translation across which node Pl moves to node Pf again.
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3.3. Generating 3D GC

First, after obtaining the affine transformation matrix AT, any node Ps = (xs, ys) on the
stratum surface so can be transformed to the node Ps

′ = (xs
′, ys

′), according to the following
Formula (3), to obtain the transformed stratum surface s′o. The above transformation
processes are applied to all the strata in set S to obtain the transformed strata surfaces and
save them into set S′ = {so

′|o = 1, 2, . . . , ON}.xs
′

ys
′

1

= AT

xs
ys
1

 (3)

where xs and ys are the node coordinates before the affine transformation, and xs
′ and ys

′ are
the node coordinates after the affine transformation. AT is an affine transformation matrix.

Then, the coordinates of the stratum surface after affine transformation are still 2D,
and a 3D transformation is required to meet the actual needs. Different surveying methods
and strategies lead to different dip angles of GCs [8]. Due to the influence of internal
and external forces on the Earth or human activities, difference of the ground elevation is
apparent in different mapping times [38,39]. Given these two different situations, the GC
in this study is vertical to the ground by default, and the available DEM data is used to
control the stratum surface undulation.

Before and after the 3D transformation of the strata surfaces in the GC, the topology
and scale relationship between the spatial geometric polygons should be consistent. This
this study being aimed at each node on the stratum surface has ensured the consistency of
the topological relationship. Suppose the geometric proportion between the strata surfaces
needs to be consistent. In this case, the distance d1 from each node to the GCL SL, the
distance d3 to the line GL, and the distance d2 from the line GL to the GCL SL could be kept
at an equal ratio or difference in the direction perpendicular to the GCL before and after
the 3D transformation. Therefore, this study summarizes the process of 3D transformation
of the stratum surface into four steps: generating intersection points, calculating distance,
calculating 3D coordinates of nodes, and generating a 3D stratum surface.

(1) Generating intersection points. Obtaining any node Ps
′ = (xs

′, ys
′, zs
′) on the stratum

surface so
′ boundary line to create a straight line perpendicular to the direction of the

GCL SL. It intersects with the line GL and the GCL SL, respectively. The intersection
points were recorded as PGL = (xGL, yGL) and PSL = (xSL, ySL);

(2) Calculating distance. Calculating the Euclidean distances from node Ps
′ to point PSL,

point PGL to point PSL, and node Ps
′ to point PGL, respectively, and recording them as

d1, d2, and d3;
(3) Calculating elevation difference. The elevation values at point PSL and node Pf

′(x f
′, y f

′)
(the node Pf transformed in Section 3.1) were obtained from the DEM and recorded
as zSL and z f

′, and the difference’s absolute value d4 between them was calculated;
(4) Calculating 3D coordinates of nodes. The node Pf

′ is recorded as a 3D node Ps ′′ =
(xs ′′ , ys ′′ , zs ′′ ) after 3D transformation. In theory, d4 and d4 are equal if the current
terrain is consistent with the terrain when making the GCs. However, the terrain
is dynamically changing. This study classifies different nodes according to their
positions, then determines their elevation calculation equations by comparing the
elevation of point PSL and node Pf

′ and the difference between d4 and d2. Through
the experiment, it is found that all nodes are mainly distributed in four situations
(Figure 5a), where xs ′′ = xSL and ys ′′ = ySL. The calculation method of the specific
elevation value zs ′′ is shown in Table 1;

(5) Generating a 3D stratum surface. Cycling steps (1)–(3), executing 3D transformation
for all boundary nodes of stratum surface S and closing all 3D nodes to obtain a 3D
stratum surface.
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Table 1. Elevation calculation formulas of nodes at different situations.

Type Situation Condition Formula (zs
”) Description

1© d2 = d1 - zSL The node Ps
′′ = (xs ′′ , ys ′′ , zs ′′ ) is on the ground line.

2© d1 = d2 + d3

z f
′ > zSL ∩ d4 < d2 zSL − d3

The elevation at node Pf
′ is still higher than the

elevation at node PSL, and d4 < d2.

z f
′ > zSL ∩ d4 > d2 z f

′ − d1
The elevation at node Pf

′ is still higher than the
elevation at node PSL, and d4 > d2.

z f
′ < zSL zSL − d3

The elevation at node Pf
′ changes to be lower than

the elevation at node PSL.

3© d2 = d1 + d3
z f
′ > zSL zSL

The elevation at node PSL changes to be lower than
the elevation at node Pf

′.

z f
′ < zSL zSL −

(
d3×d4

d2

) The elevation at node PSL is still higher than the
elevation at node Pf

′, but d4 6= d2

4© d3 = d1 + d2

z f
′ > zSL z f

′ − d1
The elevation at node PSL changes to be lower than

the elevation at node Pf
′.

z f
′ < zSL ∩ d4 > d2 zSL − d3

The elevation at node Pf
′ is still lower than the

elevation at node PSL, and d4 > d2.

z f
′ < zSL ∩ d4 < d2 z f

′ − d1
The elevation at node Pf

′ is still lower than the
elevation at node PSL, and d4 < d2

Through cycling steps (1)–(4), all the strata surfaces in set S′ can be transformed into
3D strata to obtain the 3D set S′′ = {so ′′ |o = 1, 2, . . . , ON}. Then, we can obtain the 3D GC
by combining all the 3D strata surfaces. Figure 5b shows the 3D GC M-M’.

3.4. Handling the Bent GC

In Sections 3.1–3.3, the proposed method can only deal with straight GCs and GCLs.
The bent GC mapped by the bent GCL will form a straight one on the plane map after
projection processing (Figure 1b(2)). Due to the GCL being bent and the mapped GC being
straight, the two cannot effectively construct the corresponding points and thus cannot
complete the 2D affine transformation. To improve the reusability of the above-mentioned
method, this study will cut the bent GCs and GCLs. Three key steps: first, cutting the GC
and GCL at the turning points to obtain multiple one-to-one straight GCs and GCLs, then
transforming each branch GC into a 3D GC using the method proposed in Sections 3.1–3.3,
and finally merging the cut 3D stratum surfaces. Figure 6 shows the processed results of
GC B-B”-B’. Figure 6a shows the result of the affine transformation of the two-branch GCs
from the GC B-B”-B’ divided into two parts at the turning point B”. Figure 6b shows the
merged result after 3D transformation of the two branch GCs with the 3D coordinate axis.
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3.5. Quantitative Tests of 3D Transformation Effect

To quantitatively evaluate the actual effect of all GCs after 3D transformation, two
error values are proposed in this paper, i.e., NNG_Error and NNC_Error. NNG_Error refers
to the fitting error between the GC and the ground, which represents the fitting degree with
the ground. The calculation process is as follows: first, sample points at a specific interval
from the GL (the ground line in Section 3.4) of the 3D GC, record the number of sampling
points as NNG, then calculate the absolute value of the difference between the elevation
value of each sampling point and the DEM value at the location of the point, and finally,
sum all absolute values and take the average value (Formula (4)). NNC_Error refers to the
deformation error of geometric nodes on the GC after the 3D transformation, representing
the degree of geometric deformation of the GC. The calculation process is as follows: first,
obtain all geometric nodes on the GC, recording the number as NNC, and calculate the
two distance values, respectively. One is the vertical distance dn between each geometric
node Ps

′ after affine transformation to the GCL (SL in Section 3.2), and the other dm is the
absolute value of the difference between the elevation value zs ′′ of the geometric node Ps ′′

and z f
′ (the elevation value of the node Pf

′ in Section 3.3). Then, calculate the absolute
value of the difference between the two distance values, and finally sum all the absolute
values and take the average value (Formula (5)).

NNG_Error =

NNG
∑

i=1
|zi − zDEM|

NNG
(4)
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where NNG is the number of sampling points, zi is the elevation value of the sampling
point, and zDEM is the DEM value at the location of the point.

NNC_Error =

NNC
∑

i=1
|dn − dm|

NNC
(5)

where NNC is the number of geometric nodes on the GC, dn is the vertical distance between
each geometric node Ps

′ to the GCL (SL in Section 3.2), and dm is the absolute value of the
difference between the elevation value zs ′′ of the geometric node Ps ′′ and z f

′ (the elevation
value of the node Pf

′ in Section 3.3).

4. Experimental Results

The fourteen GCs in the study area are processed by the proposed method in Sections 3.1–3.4.
The 3D transformed GCs are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a is the global view, and Figure 7b–e
is the local view.

From the global view shown in Figure 7a, it can be concluded that the 2D GCs
completely match the actual location after being transformed into 3D GCs. Therefore,
analyzing the distribution of 3D cross-sections in the study area will be more intuitive.

Figure 7b shows the scene where two 3D GCs intersect. It is clear to observe that the
strata (e.g., Q, hbδµ2l) at the intersection can be joined without dislocation. On the one
hand, it is proved that the current DEM is consistent with the DEM when the two GCs are
produced, and the ground undulation has not changed significantly. On the other hand, it
is also well proved that the proposed method for transforming stratigraphic geometry is
faithful and effective.

Figure 7c,d shows the fitting of the 3D GC and DEM from the upward view and
the aerial view. When in the aerial view, set the DEM to a specific transparency for easy
observation. The overall fitting effect is satisfactory, but some areas have slight deviations
due to the small number of geometric nodes in the strata surfaces (the place indicated by
the red arrow in Figure 7c).

Figure 7e shows the scene of the overlapping GC and planar geological map, which
can easily and intuitively display the 3D distribution of strata. The planar geological
map shows the distribution of strata in the horizontal direction, and the GC shows the
distribution and depth in the vertical direction. The two work together to visualize the
strata in 3D. For example, it is evident that the boundaries of the strata λπ3 and ταπ3y/5 in
the cross-section could completely fit with these in the planar geological map. However,
one point to note in this study area is the following: in the 2D GC, the Quaternary strata
are not distinguished by age and are uniformly replaced by Q; the planar geological map
distinguishes and gives different colors to the Quaternary strata of different ages, so the
two will have color differences after fitting, but the result is correct.

According to the verification method provided in Section 3.5, this paper calculates the
NNG_Error and NNC_Error of each GC in the study area (see Table 2). The NNG_Error
value ranges from 0.95 to 1.53 m, with a small error. Through analysis, the error mainly
comes from the fact that the interval distance of some nodes on the original GC is greater
than the DEM resolution. The NNC_Error value ranges from 1.37–6.31 m, except for 13.48 m
of GC B-B”-B’. The past terrain of GC B-B”-B’ fluctuated considerably, and the current
terrain is relatively flat, so the deformation degree of the stratum surface is apparent. The
above data are within the acceptable range. On the one hand, it shows that the method
in this paper is feasible for the 3D transformation of 2D GCs, and on the other hand, it
proves that the current terrain of Nanjing has little change compared with the terrain in the
1970s–1990s.
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GCs. (c,d) The 3D GC fits to the DEM. (e) The 3D GC fits to planar geological map. Note: In the 2D
GC, the Quaternary strata are not distinguished by age and are uniformly replaced by Q. The planar
geological map distinguishes and gives different colors to the Quaternary strata of different ages, so
the two will have color differences after fitting.

Table 2. The fitting error and deformation error of each GC in the study area.

GC A-A’ B-B”-B’ C-C’ D-D’ E-E’ F-F’ G-G’ H-H’ I-I’ J-J’ K-K’ L-L’ M-M’ N-N’

NNG 183 241 132 143 75 164 137 97 153 159 178 127 91 47
NNG_Error (m) 1.35 1.53 1.32 1.27 1.21 1.37 1.24 1.17 1.33 1.36 1.41 1.24 0.95 1.22

NNC 2411 3362 1347 1337 636 1823 1327 807 1626 1670 2130 1280 806 474
NNC_Error (m) 5.45 13.48 4.16 4.57 3.32 5.21 3.79 3.53 5.75 6.31 4.74 3.39 2.46 1.37
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5. Discussion and Application
5.1. Factors Affecting the Method
5.1.1. DEM at Different Periods

In Section 3.3, the elevation value is obtained from the DEM in the 3D transformation
of each stratum surface, so the DEM is the most critical factor affecting the 3D transfor-
mation of the GCs in this paper. The DEM is made from actual surface absolute elevation
data, a digital representation of surface morphology [38]. However, the ground elevation
is dynamically changing due to the natural environment, geological environment, and
human activities [39,40]. This means that the ground undulation corresponding to the
GC constructed in the early period may be inconsistent with that obtained by the current
DEM. In this study, each stratum surface in the GC being 3D transformed needs to use
surface undulation to control the geometric shape fully. Therefore, when the difference in
surface undulation in different periods is slight, the GC before and after transformation is
consistent. On the contrary, when the difference is too significant, the geometric shape of
the stratum surface in the transformed GC will be distorted, and the expression effect will
be reduced. For the latter, conducting a geological field survey and even re-measuring the
cross-section is often necessary. The elevation data obtained by satellite alone cannot be
effectively processed.

5.1.2. DEM Resolution and Number of Geometric Nodes in the GC

DEM resolution is an important index to reflect the fineness of surface morphology [41].
It is known that the higher the DEM resolution, the more detailed the expression of surface
fluctuations, but the volume of data will increase geometrically. On the contrary, the low-
resolution DEM expresses the surface morphology more roughly, and the local surface
fluctuation cannot be effectively highlighted, but the data volume will be reduced. Many
scientific researchers will select the most appropriate ones according to the influence of
DEMs with different resolutions on the research results [42–44]. In recent years, advanced
multi-resolution terrain models [45,46] can quickly store and organize DEM data of varying
resolution levels in a specific area. They could meet the needs of 3D transformation of 2D
GCs. Therefore, this paper suggests that geological workers obtain the multi-resolution
terrain model in the experimental area and select the appropriate DEM resolution.

Each strata surface in the vector GC is composed of many geometric nodes. The
number of nodes passing through the ground determines the surface undulation of the GC,
thus affecting the accuracy of the 3D transformation result. Meanwhile, the coordinates of
geometric nodes on the deep stratum surface are also controlled by the surface undulation,
so the insufficient number of nodes will also change the original geometry of the stratum
surface. When the resolution of the input DEM is fixed, if the distance between two adjacent
nodes passing through the ground is greater than the resolution value, it is easy to cause
the surface undulation on the GC and the ground undulation to fit incompletely. Moreover,
for some GCs attached below the geological map, in the process of vectorization, due to
the randomness of human editing, the number of nodes on the GC often cannot meet the
requirements. In conclusion, if the above situations happen, the geometric nodes must
be densified.

5.1.3. Mapping Quality of GCs

No matter the automatic, semi-automatic, or manual GCs, there is much expert experi-
ence and different mapping requirements [47]. On the one hand, due to the difference in
experts’ experience and knowledge, the accuracy of GC mapping results will be affected.
As the surveyed GCs are mapped mainly by a certain number of boreholes with expert
knowledge inference, the number of boreholes, expert inference method, and other manual
factors will affect the mapping error. Thus, in the process of the 3D transformation of the
GCs, the error will be transferred and further expanded. For the surveyed GCs, it is neces-
sary to invite experts or geological workers to assist in modification and then select the 3D
transformation method proposed in this paper. On the other hand, most GCs will use the
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same horizontal and vertical scales in the drawing process to ensure geometric authenticity.
However, it is not ruled out that some geological work will expand the scale to reproduce
the details of vertical or horizontal directions, resulting in geometric deformation [8]. Such
GCs need to be transformed to the actual scale and then adopt the proposed method to
obtain an accurate 3D result.

5.1.4. Effects of Different 3D Transformation Strategies

Figure 5 shows that the geometric shape of GC M-M’ after 3D transformation is con-
stant compared with the original GC. On the contrary, Figure 6b shows that the geometric
shape of GC B-B”-B’ is significantly deformed. Through the analysis of the influencing
factors, it can be seen that the main reason is the difference in the DEM in different periods.
When the difference is slight, the effect of 3D transformation with the proposed method
is better; otherwise, the effect is worse. In the process of 3D transformation of the GC,
it is often a challenge to keep the geometric shape unchanged and ensure that it fits the
actual terrain.

For the above reason, this study provides two other transformation strategies. One is
to turn the GC 90 degrees to ensure that the geometric shapes remain unchanged before
and after the transformation, called the Geometric Shape Maintenance Strategy [48]; the
other is to determine the nodes’ elevation value by subtracting the distance from the nodes
to the surface from the ground elevation value, called the Surface Fitting Maintenance
Strategy.

(1) Geometric Shape Maintenance Strategy

If the DEM constraint is not considered, the GC can be rotated 90 degrees counter-
clockwise around the GCL SL. The following formula can be used to calculate the 3D
coordinates of each node in the GC, which mainly includes five steps: translate to the origin,
rotate β around the Z-axis, rotate π

2 around the Y-axis, rotate 2π− β around the Z-axis, and
translate to the original position.

xs ′′

ys ′′

zs ′′

1

 =


1 0 0 x f
0 1 0 y f
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




cos(2π − β) − sin(2π − β) 0 0
sin(2π − β) cos(2π − β) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




cos
(

π
2
)

0 sin
(

π
2
)

0
0 1 0 0

− sin
(

π
2
)

0 cos
(

π
2
)

0
0 0 0 1




cos β − sin β 0 0
sin β cos β 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




1 0 0 −x f
0 1 0 −y f
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




xs
′

ys
′

zs
′

1



(6)

where β are the azimuths of the line SL; xs
′, ys

′, and zs
′ are the coordinates before the node

is flipped; xs ′′ , ys ′′ , and zs ′′ are the coordinates after the node is flipped; and x f and y f are
the coordinates of the starting point Pf of the GCL SL.

(2) Surface Fitting Maintenance Strategy

The actual elevation value of node Ps
′ is obtained by subtracting the distance value

d3 from node Ps
′ to point PGL from the elevation value at point PSL. Where xs ′′ = xSL,

ys ′′ = ySL. If node Ps
′ is located on the ground line GL, then zs ′′ = zSL; otherwise,

zs ′′ = zSL − d3.
This paper still uses the GC B-B”-B’ as the experimental case to show the result of

the 3D transformation with two different strategies (Figure 8). By comparing the above
two strategies (Figure 8a,b) with the proposed method (Figure 6b), we could observe the
following facts: (1) The Geometric Shape Maintenance Strategy can maintain the geometry
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of the GC, but it cannot closely fit the surface. The Surface Fitting Maintenance Strategy is
greatly affected by surface undulation, so the geometric deformation is relatively severe.
The proposed method is integrated between the two, and the transformed effect is improved.
(2) Theoretically, when the actual surface undulation is consistent with the GC surface
undulation, the three strategies can obtain a consistent 3D GC. When the gap between the
two is small, the proposed method is better than the Surface Fitting Maintenance Strategy,
but the time complexity is increased. When the gap is wide, specific strategies should be
considered according to the different situations.
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5.2. Applicability of the Method

The mapping principle of geological cross-sections is the crucial factor in determining
whether they can use the proposed method in this paper for 3D transformation. Due to the
differences in geological mapping departments, mapping strategies, mapping methods,
and other mapping factors, the expression forms of geological cross-sections are various.
This proposed method applies to many types of geological cross-sections, but proper
pre-treatment is required in the following cases:

(1) The boundary lines on the left and right sides of the geological cross-section are not
vertical. It is an essential prerequisite for the proposed method that the boundary
lines on both sides are vertical. With non-vertical lines, it is difficult to effectively
match corresponding points and generate feature lines, which affects the accuracy of
the 3D transformation;

(2) Vertical or horizontal exaggeration. General geological cross-sections will be mapped
with the same vertical and horizontal scales (true-scale cross-sections) [8]. When
constructing large regional or semi-regional cross-sections. Typically, it is the vertical
scale that is exaggerated. This kind of geological cross-section needs to be transformed
to the actual scale and then adopts the proposed method to obtain an accurate result.
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5.3. Application Cases of the Transformed 3D GCs
5.3.1. 3D Geological Modeling

The 3D geological model is an essential research object in geological research, under-
ground engineering design, and other fields [49–51], and the GC is an important data source
for 3D geological modeling. Multiple 2D GCs whose GCLs are parallel transformed into
3D GCLs can be used to build the 3D geological model by contour algorithm [26–28], mor-
phing algorithm [29], or discrete smooth interpolation (DSI) algorithm [30]. The contour
algorithm is the most mature.

There are no multiple parallel and close GCs in the study area of this paper, resulting
in the inability to build local 3D models of the geological bodies. However, a single GC is
almost consistent with the parallel GC at a certain distance on both sides in stratigraphic
information and geometric shape [52]. Therefore, we could construct an additional GC
that is the same and parallel to the original 3D GC and then construct a local 3D geological
model based on the contour algorithm. Taking each stratum within the GC as the modeling
unit, the 3D modeling process is as follows: first of all, translate each 3D stratum surface
so ′′ along the direction perpendicular to the GCL according to the strip distance ω to
obtain the parallel stratum surface so ′′′ ; then, reconstruct the side between the two strata
surfaces using the shortest distance method in the contour algorithm; and finally, close all
geometric surfaces to construct the stratigraphic 3D solid model. The bent GC can be split
into several straight GCs, each modeled as a 3D solid using the above-mentioned method
and subsequently merged into a whole. Figure 9 shows the 3D solid models of GCs M-M’
and B-B”-B’.
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Figure 9. The 3D solid models constructed with two parallel 3D GCs and displayed with 3D
coordinate axis. (a) 3D solid model of the GC M-M’. The strip distance is 200 m, 100 m on both side.
(b) 3D solid model of the GC B-B”-B’. The strip distance is 50 m and the lower right corner is a partial
enlarged view.
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The strip distance ω is the crucial factor in determining whether the 3D modeling
of a single GC is effective. The value of ω depends on the geological environment in
the study area. The distance value should be as small as possible for areas with intense
tectonic activity. On the contrary, the distance value can be further increased for a stable
sedimentary environment area. It is also acceptable for some unturned fold zones when the
distance between the parallel cross cross-sections is far [7]. Of course, the corresponding
distances of different GCs in the same area are also different. Therefore, by comparing the
14 GCs and their geological maps in Nanjing, we selected different strip distances to build
their 3D solid models (Figure 10).
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ground (Figure 10b); (2) when in global view and looking up, the 3D models can be exag-
gerated in the Z-axis and not be shifted (Figure 11a); (3) when in local view and looking 
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10c,d). 

Figure 10. (a) The 3D presentation effect of fourteen 3D models of all GCs in Nanjing City on Google
Earth. (b) For convenient observation, we exaggerated the Z-axis of all 3D models by three times the
elevation and moved it up to the ground. (c) The local looking-up view for observing the intersection
of two 3D models. (d) The local looking-down view for observing the fitting of the 3D model with
the ground.

5.3.2. 3D Presentation on the Digital Earth

It is significant to display the 3D transformed GCs in a 3D natural environment. On
the one hand, it can express the degree of fit with the real world. On the other hand, it can
show the development trend of the underground rock strata and assist geological surveys
and underground engineering. This paper constructed the transformed GCs into 3D solid
models (ESRI Shapefile format) to display the 3D shape in Google Earth. Figure 10a,b
uses two different rules to show the effect of 3D geological solids in the actual scene. The
former does not process the 3D geological models and observes their position by setting
transparency on the image. The latter exaggerates the Z-axis of the 3D geological solids
by three times and moves it up to the ground to clearly observe the distribution of the
strata. Figure 10c,d are two local views. The former observes the combination effect of
the intersection position of the two 3D models by looking up, and the latter observes the
fit effect of the 3D model with the ground by looking down. We can observe that the 3D
geological models can fit well with the surface and we can clearly observe the trend and
distribution of the underground strata. In addition, the 3D cross-section or 3D solid models
generated in this paper can be converted into OBJ, FBX, and other 3D formats and can
therefore be displayed in Cesium, Skyline Globe, and other digital Earth platforms.

5.3.3. Parameter Setting of 3D Geological Models of GCs Display Effect

The 3D geological models’ display effect is affected by the area’s size and the obser-
vation angle, so they generally need to be adjusted by exaggerating the model or placing
the position. Through multiple tests, this paper obtains the following schemes that best
display the actual effect of the 3D geological models of GCs: (1) when in global view and
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looking down, the 3D models can be exaggerated in the Z-axis and moved up to the ground
(Figure 10b); (2) when in global view and looking up, the 3D models can be exaggerated in
the Z-axis and not be shifted (Figure 11a); (3) when in local view and looking down, the 3D
geological model can be moved up to the surface (Figure 11b) or the transparency of the
image can be set (Figure 10d); (4) when in local view and looking up, we could adjust the
position and angle of looking up to obtain the best impression (Figure 10c,d).
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Figure 11. Take the three scenarios in Figure 10a–d as examples to show the optimal observation
scheme in different regions and different perspectives. (a) When looking up in the global view, the
Z-axis exaggeration can be more intuitive. (b) When looking down in the local view, the 3D geological
model can be moved up to observe the stratigraphic geometric shape and distribution. (c) When
looking up in the local view, the best display effect can be achieved by rotating the viewing positions
and angles.

6. Conclusions

This paper discussed an automatic generation method of 3D GCs by increasing the
dimensions to expand the application scenarios of 2D GCs and meet the application re-
quirements of 3D geology. The proposed method first used geometric affine transformation
and GIS technology to realize the constraint of the GCL and DEM on the geometric shape
or undulation of each stratum surface. Then, it designed different equations for calculating
the elevation value of each node by classifying all nodes. Finally, all 3D strata surfaces are
merged into a 3D GC. This paper transformed fourteen 2D GCs into 3D GCs in Nanjing
City, Jiangsu Province. The experimental results showed that the proposed method had a
good effect on the processing strategy of straight and bent GCs, the control of the geometric
shape of GCs, and the realization of a seamless fit with the ground.

This paper explored the different factors that affect the effect of 3D transformation
and put forward solutions for, or opinions on, solving related problems to assist geological
decision-making. By comparing three different 3D transformation strategies, the advan-
tages of the proposed method are verified laterally. As far as the application is concerned,
the generated 3D GCs can be used for 3D geological modeling and the 3D reality display of
the digital Earth to meet the needs of actual geological engineering and scientific expression.
In addition, for the scene display of the 3D GC models, we proposed different optimization
schemes for geologists to reference and select.
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